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Abstract:

An index of short story anthologies is listed by name of anthology, author and title. Part One presents tables of contents of each work, listed alphabetically by the editors' last names. Part Two presents authors and title, listed alphabetically by authors' last names.
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Science Fiction and Fantasy Reference Index, 1992-1995: An International Subject and Author Index to History and Criticism. by Hal W. Hall. 0.00 · Rating details · 0 ratings · 0 reviews. Entries are arranged in two sections: author (subarranged by title) and subject—and may have up to 50 subject terms assigned. Aimed at academic libraries, large public libraries, some school and medium-sized public libraries, and individual scholars, this index supplements Science Fiction and Fantasy Reference Index: 1985-1991 (Libraries Unlimited, 1993) and Science Fiction and Fantasy Reference Index: 1878-1984 (Gale Research, 1987). ...more. Listing Stamps Covers Title ✗  
Period ✗  
Publication ✗  
Genre? All General Interest/Literary Science/Technology/Environment Science Fiction/Fantasy/Horror Mystery/Crime/Adventure Youth/Children  
A Science Fiction Anthology of the 1930s. 2 Reviews. Belief. A Nineteenth Century Vision of the Year 2000. 2 Reviews. Short Stories. Category: Fiction anthologies. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Jump to navigation Jump to search. Anthologies of fictional works by multiple authors. (See also Category:Single-writer short story collections.) Subcategories. This category has the following 4 subcategories, out of 4 total. F. Fantasy anthologies (7 C, 203 P). H. Horror anthologies (1 C, 93 P). P. Paranormal romance anthologies (2 P). S. Science fiction anthologies (10 C, 354 P). Pages in category "Fiction anthologies". The following 89 pages are in this category, out of 89 total. This list may not refer Academic journal article Studies in Short Fiction. The Nineteenth (1992) Supplement to a Cross-Referenced Index of Short Fiction Anthologies and Author-Title Listings. By Burns, Landon C.; Buckmaster, Elizabeth; Cooper, Jane E. Read preview. Article excerpt. Note: We are certainly bloodied and considerably bowed by our. movement from 4 x 6 index cards to computer technology in the. compilation of this year's supplement. Our
own trauma. notwithstanding, we recognize that this movement has been long overdue. It could not have been accomplished, however, without the expertise, the incredibl